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ABSTRACT
A study was conducted to evaluate the use of a stan

dard, vertical vibrator source, scaled down - but stan
dard - CDP line geometry, and conventional data processing 
techniques as practiced in petroleum exploration to accom
plish a shallow high resolution study near Yucca Mountain 
on the Test Site in southern Nevada, an area characterized 
by volcanics and relatively complex structure.

Results were negative. Data quality was extremely 
poor in all areas, exhibiting essentially no laterally 
coherent reflected energy. Failure is attributed to various 
combinations of: 1) random scattering due to closely spaced
fault and fracture zones and to clastic rock textures;
2) propagation and conversion effects related to extreme 
velocity contrasts; 3) generally large and unmeasurable 
static shifts; and 4) strong absorption of energy owing to 
a thick aerated zone in unconsolidated sediments.

A description of data gathering technique and presen
tation of various processing results are included.
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INTRODUCTION
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is conducting an 

ongoing program to determine good sites and good techniques 
for the location of high-level waste repositories (HLWR). 
DOE is assisted by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) in 
this effort and the USGS has contracted with the Colorado 
School of Mines (CSM) for help in the study of the appli
cability of seismic techniques at the proposed Nevada Test 
Site (NTS) repository.

Extensive geophysical investigations have been con
centrated in the areas of the NTS described in this report. 
Various resistivity, induced polarization, electromagnetic, 
and magneto telluric soundings have been carried out under 
the direction of D. B. Hoover. Refraction studies have 
been directed by L. W. Pankratz. Gravity surveys have been 
directed by H. Oliver, and various magnetic field investi
gations have been carried out by G. Bath. All investiga
tors cited above are with the USGS.

Reference to the proposed guidelines for HLWR (Federal 
Register) suggests that the ability to characterize the 
subsurface structure with good resolution may be important, 
or even essential, to securing approval for any proposed 
storage site. A previous limited study conducted by the 
USGS with surface explosive sources was discouraging, re
sulting in essentially no displays of coherent acoustic
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energy. In view of the high cost of drilling in the area, 
a surface source test program employing a vertical vibra
tor source was proposed. Three sites for investigation 
were selected based on USGS internal criteria. Two dis
crete phases of data collection were carried out.

Initially, a series of micro-lines were completed in 
each of the three areas. This data was processed, dis
played, and reviewed jointly by USGS and CSM staff to choose 
final seismic line geometry and recording parameters.

In February 1980, seven seismic reflection lines 
were gathered by CSM and subsequently processed on CSM 
computers. Although no usable seismic reflection sections 
were achieved, the methodology and character of data have 
value for future reference, and constitute the body of 
this report.
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LOCATION
Data acquisition was confined to the Yucca Mountain, 

Calico Hills, and Wahmonie Flat areas which may be found 
in the southwest corner of the NTS as outlined in Figure 
1, excerpted from Spengler (1979).

Yucca Mountain 
Yucca Mountain test and production lines are displayed 

in Figure 2a and 2b (Lipman, 1965) together with pertinent 
geologic descriptions. Detailed subsurface geology, to
gether with some drill hole information in the general 
vicinity of Yucca Mountain seismic lines, is well presen
ted by Spengler, et al. Generally, these lines are laid 
on alluvial and colluvial overburden thought to vary in 
depth from zero to several hundred feet overlying a se
quence of Tertiary ashflow tuff members locally identified 
as the Paintbrush Tuff.

Wahmonie Flat 
Wahmonie Flat lines and geologic descriptions are 

displayed in Figure 3a and 3b (Ekren, 1965). In this 
area the near-surface is probably characterized by a thin 
alluvial cover over latite flows and flow breccia and by 
a region of hydrothermally altered extrusive rock flows
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and tuffs, all of Tertiary age. Reference to Figure 3 
and to the geologic quadrangle from which it is derived 
makes clear that the area may be characterized as a dense 
network of faulting and fracturing.

Calico Hills
Calico Hills lines and geology which are displayed 

in Figure 4a and 4b (McKay, 1964 and Orkild, 1970) appear 
to be located in an area of particularly complex geology. 
The longer line, trending northeast, originates in an area 
of thin surface cover overlying Tertiary tuffs, skirts a 
Devonian limestone exposure, crosses a thrust fault margin 
on to an argillitic rock of Pennsylvanian or Mississippian 
origin which forms the sole of the thrust fault, through 
a nest of Tertiary intrusives, and into a region of thicken 
ing overburden described as colluvium and talus of local 
origin, probably overlying Tertiary rhyolites and tuffs.
As with Wahmonie, the region is one of extremely dense 
fracture and fault systems.
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B E A T T Y  WASH

B E AT TY

CRATER  
FLAT ,

Figure 1 . --Index map of the Nevada Test Site and v ic in ity  
showing the location of Yucca Mountain.
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1 mile

Figure 2a. Location of seismic lines in Yucca
Mountain area. Map, Lipman (1965).
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Qac ALLUVIUM a n d  COLLUVIUM (0-515 ft) — stream, fan, and 
terrace gravels; locally caliche cemented.

PAINTBRUSH TUFF:
Tpc T iva  Canyon M em ber (400± f t ) — m u ltip le -flo w  compound 

cooling u n it o f ash-flow  tu f f .  Top is g ray  pumiceous, 
v itr ic  or vapor-phase crysta llized, nonwelded to p a rtly  
welded tu f f  less than 10 f t  th ick th a t grades down to 
densely welded red and black v itro p h y re  about 5 f t  
th ick . The v itro p h y re  is underla in  by red- or purple- 
brown e u tax itic  d e v itr if ie d  welded tu f f  50-100 f t  th ick 
th a t grades dow nw ard  in to  a zone o f purp le -gray litho - 
physal welded t u f f  100-200 f t  th ick . The lithophysa l 
t u f f  grades dow nw ard  in to  densely welded purp le -g ray 
d e v itr if ie d  tu f f  75-150 f t  th ick  tha t is characterized by 
closely spaced conchoidal frac tu res  subparalle l to fo l i
ation. U n d e rly in g  the d e v itr if ie d  t u f f  is com m only a 
g ray  m oderate ly welded crudely co lum nar-jo in ted  un it 
15-30 f t  th ick show ing vapor-phase crysta lliza tion . 
U n d e rly in g  th is is 10-20 f t  o f brow n or orange-brown 
p a rtly  welded v itr ic  shards th a t grade down to g ray or 
w h ite  nonwelded poorly bedded v itr ic  t u f f  15-30 f t  th ick 
a t base o f cooling un it. Phenocrysts, m ain ly  a lka li fe ld 
spar and some b io tite , and pumice decrease dow nw ard in 
the cooling un it. Top contains about 15 percent pumice 
and about 10 percent phenocrysts; base 2-5 percent 
pumice and 1-3 percent phenocrysts. A litho log ica lly  
d is tinc tive  bedded tu f f ,  5-10 f t  th ick and too th in to map, 
everyw here separates the T iva  Canyon and Yucca 
M ounta in  Members.

Figure 2b. Pertinent geologic information for 
Yucca Mountain. (Lipman, 1965)
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Tpy Yucca M oun ta in  M em ber (0-175 f t ) — sim ple coo ling  u n it o f
ash-flow  tu f f .  W here less than 50 f t  th ick , en tire  cooling 
un it is nonwelded to  p a rtly  welded p ink  or g ray  v itr ic  
shard tu f f .  W here th icke r, the center o f the cooling u n it 
is pu rp le -b row n welded d e v itr if ie d  tu f f ,  and p a rtly  
welded t u f f  in the upper p a rt o f the u n it shows vapor- 
phase c rys ta lliza tion . The tu f f  contains 3-10 percent 
pumice la p illi, rare sm all lith ic  inclusions o f  angu la r red- 
brow n aphan itic  volcanic rock, and 1-3 percent pheno
crysts o f a lka li fe ldspar w ith  some oiigoclase and rare 
b io tite  and quartz. The m em ber is th ickes t in the n o rth 
western p a r t o f quadrang le ; the wedge-out to the sou th
east is depositional.

Tpp Pah Canyon M em ber (0-150 f t ) — m u ltip le -flo w  cooling u n it
o f ash -flow  tu f f .  P eriphery o f cooling u n it  is p ink  or 
w h ite  nonwelded v itr ic  tu f f ;  in th ick  sections the center 
is pale o range-brow n p a rtly  welded d e v itr if ie d  tu f f .  
Contains 4 -8  percent phenocrysts, m a in ly  a lka li fe ld 
spar and b io tite  w ith  some oiigoclase and ra re  quartz; 
1-2 percent sm all (0.1-0.3 in.) bu t d is tin c tive  angu la r 
red-brow n lith ic  inclusions o f volcanic rock; about 5 per
cent pum ice la p illi. U n it  is th ickest in no rthw es t p a rt o f 
quadrangle; wedges out depositionaily to  southeast 
where i t  contains abundant large (4-10 in .) blocks o f 
pumice.

Figure 2b. (continued)
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Figure 3a. Location of seismic lines in Wahmonie
area. Map, Ekren (1965).
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Twl

T w m 2 
Twm j

Qa

Twa

LOWER p a r t  (0-1,350 f t ) —dominantly latitic flows and 
flow breccias, light-gray, greenish-gray, yellowish-gray, 
and red; abundant fresh biotite and hornblende 
phenocrysts in a stony but locally glassy matrix. 
Differentiated in part on north face of Skull Mountain: 
Upper flows—dacitic; basal black glass.
Lower flows—dacitic.

ALLUVIUM (0-500 f t ) —stream sand and gravel; includes 
windblown silt and caliche-cemented partly dissected fan 
gravels. Gravels are unsorted, angular-to-rounded mate
rial made of rock fragments from adjacent mountains. 
Gravel on dissected fans is commonly covered with desert 
varnish.

HYDROTHERMALLY ALTERED ANDESITE, DACITE, LATITE, 
AND TUFF — b ro w n , red , and y e llo w . S ilic ic , a rg ill ic ,  
and a lu n it ic  a lte ra t io n  a ffe c te d  porous flo w -b re c c ia  
and t u f f  more than  flow -laye red  rock; in  places a lte ra 
tio n  has destroyed o r ig in a l tex tu re .

Figure 3b. Pertinent geologic information for 
Wahmonie area. (Ekren, 1965)
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PMej

Figure 4a. Location of seismic lines in Calico Hills
area. Map, McKay (1964) Orkild (1970).
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Qa

Qc

Tcb

Tci

Tct

Tbd

P M ej

MDId

Ddn

A L L U V IU M  (0-50 f t )—modern sand and gravel composed of pebble- to boulder
sized subangular to rounded fragments of tuff, rhyolite, and basalt.

C O LLUVIU M  AND TALUS (0-150 f t )—unsorted talus and scree of local deriva
tion. Gravels are composed of poorly sorted angular to well-rounded boulders, 
cobbles, pebbles, and sand derived from rocks in the adjacent highlands; lo
cally cemented with caliche. In Fortymile Canyon are unconsolidated partly 
dissected fan gravels.

t u f f a c e o u s  BEDS — yellow nonwelded ash flows, 
white debris beds composed of cobbles and boulders 
of angular rhyolite and pumice in an ashy matrix, 
and greenish-gray tuffaceous lenticular, locally 
biotite-rich, sandstone. Basal tuffaceous beds are 
conglomeratic with subrounded cobbles of quartzite, 
carbonate, and rhyolite.

RHYOLITE INTRUSION — gray, silicified and kaolinized, 
porphyritic.

Bedded tuffs, tu ff breccia, and nonwelded ash-flow tu ff (0-1,300 f t )—white to 
light-brown poorly sorted to well-sorted zeolitized crossbedded tu ff that con
tains abundant lithic inclusions; purple tuffaceous sandstone is locally conspic
uous near base; large blocks (as much as 2\:z ft) of vesiculated glass in a 
matrix of shards and pumice; abundant inclusions of rhyolite and welded tuff.

BASALT DIKE —green fine-grained basalt dike containing 
argillite xenoliths from Eleana Formation; intrudes 
Eleana Formation and rhyolite intrusion of Calico Hills 
(Tci).

ELEANA FORM ATION:
U nit J—yellowish-brown and gray thin-bedded argillite, 

and thin- and thick-bedded quartzite and conglom
erate. Only upper part exposed; forms sole of thrust 
fault.

LIM ESTO NE AND DOLOM ITE (100 f t )—upper 30 feet dark- 
gray thin-bedded aphanitic crinoidal limestone; lower 
70 feet gray laminated to thin-bedded limestone and 
dolomite. Occurs in faulted blocks thrust over Eleana 
Formation. Probably equivalent to Mercury and 
Narrow Canyon Limestones.

DEVILS GATE(?) LIM ESTO NE AND NEVADA FORM ATION —  
gray to dark-gray fine- to coarse-grained, thin-and 
thick-bedded brecciated dolomite and limestone. Occurs 
in faulted blocks thrust over Mississippian and Devonian 
limestone and dolomite (MDId) and the Eleana Forma
tion.

Figure 4b. Pertinent geologic information for 
Calico Hills.
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DATA ACQUISITION
All field data was acquired employing a Litton ver

tical vibrator, DFS-V 48-channel recording system, and 
Hewlett-Packard reflected beam surveying instrument.

Test Lines
Micro-lines were laid in each of the three areas ac

cording to Figure 5a geometry with minor variations. 
Forty-eight geophone groups were laid over a total linear 
distance of 2482 ft. Two types of geophones were used 
on the test lines. These were 10 hz Geospace (GSC-20D) 
geophones and 18 hz marsh-geophones.

Groups recorded as trace 48 through trace 27 were 
equally spaced along 2200 ft. identified as the CDP line 
on Figure 5a. There were six 10 hz geophones per group, 
each geophone separated from its nearest neighbor by 18- 
1/3 ft.

Groups recorded as trace 26 through 19 were equally 
spaced as shown in Figure 5b. Ten hertz phones were em
ployed.

Traces 18 through 14 are the output for the test 
arrays of Figure 5c.

Groups 13 and 12 (also shown in Figure 5c) were used 
to test the effect of areal arrays.
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48_____    27 10

COP Lt(\t TEST
SfLMy

Traces
1-•10 inline subarrays, 3 bunches of 2 at 18' centers

11 6 phones at 18'
12 12 phones at 9 ’
13 12 phones at 9'
14 6 in a bunch
15 1 marsh phone (18hz)
16 8 marsh phones (18 hz)
17 6 at 9'
18 18 at 91, 1,1,2,2,3,3,2,2 ,1,1

19-■26 crossline subarrays - same as 1-10 layout
27-•48 CDP line 110' centers, 55' array, 3 bunches of

Figure 5a. NTS test line. Station location and arrays.
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26 ?> 2 geophones

25
24

> *

23

22

21

19
18 1/3 ft.

24
26 + 25 + 24

Figure 5b. Groups 29 through 19 of test line. Used for
study of lateral component of group character
istics. Note: for example, the sum of traces
26, 25 and 24 would simulate the group to the 
right of the figure.
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11. lOhz

18 ft

13. lOhz
-l«-9 ft.

* nI *
> A

12. lOhz

14. lOhz
A

6 in a bunch

15. 18hz 16• J8hz
«—A single •-§ 8 in a bunch

$

18. lOhz
A

17. lOhz

9 ft. 9 ft

Figure 5c. Groups 18 through 11 of test line. 11, 
17 and 18 are inline. Geophones of groups 14 and 16 
are within a couple of feet of each other.
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Groups 10 through 1 were an inline version of the 
flexible array shown in Figure 5b. This arrangement al
lows a number of array lengths and tapers to be simulated 
by selective summing of traces.

Three complete data sets were recorded at each of 
the ground locations 1 through 10 and 27 through 48. Pa
rameters for these sets are shown in Table 1. A series 
of 2 octave sweeps were chosen to provide overlapping 
test coverage over a 4 octave range. Sample rates were 
chosen to place the Nyquist frequency at least a full 
octave above the highest sweep frequency, allowing ample 
head room for the anti-aliasing filters.

TABLE 1
Sweep and Recording Parameters for Test Lines

Record
Start Rate Length End Length Rate
(hz) (hz/sec) (sec) (hz) (sec) (ms)
8 2 12 32 14 4

15 3.75 12 60 14 4
30 15 6 120 8 2

One hundred and ten foot group intervals were employed 
along the CDP line with vibrator sweeps made at approxi
mately 11 ft. intervals for tests employing the 4 milli
second sampling rate. Owing to buffer limitations during 
demultiplexing, sweep length was halved for 2 millisecond
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recording and 20 sweeps at 5% foot spacing were completed 
over each group interval. Later 2:1 summing of 2 milli
second data during processing provided test panel records 
with an equal number of data traces for any given trace 
array.

After completion of test data acquisition, field 
operations were suspended until final production field 
parameters were chosen. Owing to the use of 200 to 400 
separate vibrator positions occupied for recording of each 
set of test data instead of the more common "walkaway" 
system, a rich variety of array responses were available 
from each test location, as well as a short CDP line. 
Further display variations accomplished by various com
binations of summing, resorting, filtering, and deconvo
lution were available and desirable. Overall, the wealth 
of test data proved, in some respects, overwhelming.
There must surely remain useful information not adequately 
considered.

Figure 6a, 6b and 6c are test panels from the Yucca 
Mountain area. All are approximately 2000 ft. in length. 
Figure 6a and 6b compare the high and low sweep ranges. 
Figure 6c is identical to 6b, except that an array was 
employed (Group 18). The "shingled" appearance of the 
high frequency display may be attributable to converted
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shear wave effects related to an embedded high velocity 
layer in the Yucca area which is discussed in a later sec
tion (Spengler, 1965).

Figure 7a and 7b are equivalent high and low frequen
cy panels from the Wahmonie area. In this presentation, 
the source is beyond the first trace. The strong diago
nal noise train is an air wave. A train of repeated events 
which begins early in the record on the far (beyond 200 
ft.) traces is observed. Apparent velocity of these events 
exceeds 20,000 ft/sec. Individual legs are not resolved 
on the low frequency record. It is clearly a reverbera
tion effect in the shallow layering, possibly including 
a head wave within the raypath. Speculation is invited 
on the implications for the near-surface section.

Figure 8 is included to illustrate the clean refrac
tion return in the Calico area. Velocity is about 11,500 
ft/sec.

After joint review by CSM and USGS scientists, 18 hz 
single geophones, a group spacing of 55 feet, a sweep 
range of 30 to 120 hz, and 2 millisecond sampling were 
chosen as production field parameters. Reference to the 
test panels, e.g. Figure 6, would suggest that better data 
quality might be obtainable with lower source frequencies 
and geophone arrays. This alternative was finally rejec
ted on the basis of resolution requirements dictated by
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waste disposal study considerations. Basic principles for 
high resolution data collection are set forth cogently 
by Ziolkowski (1979). These principles were generally 
observed in choosing field parameters, although it was 
clear that S/N and static problems might prove intractable.

Production Lines 
In February 1980 production data collection began.

All production data was gathered employing a one group 
open center cable geometry with 24 phones behind and 24 ~ '
phones ahead of the source. Nine 6 second vibrator sweeps 
were recorded over each group interval, resulting in 24 
fold CDP coverage after 9:1 summing. All lines were care
fully surveyed for close elevation control. Geophones 
were buried at each station.
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YUCCA MOUNTAIN

W ISE TEST 1 

SINGLE 10KZ. H O C

Figure 6a. Yucca Mountain test: Sweep 30-120 hz; single
18 hz geophone buried.
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YUCCA VOOMTAtV

m n c  tot t
4 M K )  M O O

Figure 6b. Yucca Mountain test: Sweep 8-32 hz;
6 bunched 8 hz geophones.
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m m  tot a 
tnfw MMy

Figure 6c. Yucca Mountain test: Sweep 8-32 hz;
trace 18 array from Figure 5a.
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Figure 7a. Wahmonie test: Sweep 30-120 hz. Single, buried
18 hz geophone.
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m m  tut i
MMOLS I M  MOC

Figure 8. Calico test: Sweep 30-120 hz; Single, buried
18 hz geophone
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DATA PROCESSING 
All processing was done initially on a TIMAP system 

employing Digicon software. A number of steps were later 
duplicated in the Cyber 720 employing software developed 
by Compagnie Generale De Geophysique. Initial processing 
was straight-forward, based on standard practice in the 
exploration industry.

Raw data panels were plotted from each line to verify 
quality of recorded sweep traces.

Cross-correlation was done employing a recorded sweep 
trace which was subjected, before recording, to analog 
filtering identical to that employed for the data.

A 9:1 vertical sum (i.e., 9 vibrator sweeps summed 
per output trace) was performed and 48 trace panels were 
plotted with and without AGC. These panels were inspected 
both visually and by spectral analysis to insure data char
acter had not been unduly altered. Shot gather displays 
sampled from each area are presented in Figures 9, 10 and 
11. Wide variance in character of near-surface is apparent. 
Especially, notice the emergence of a refracted arrival 
on Figure 9b as the source moves from right to left.
Source positions were 275 ft. apart.
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Figure 9a. Typical Yucca Mountain shot gather (AGC).
Short EY7 cross line (See Figure 2a).



Figure 9b. Typical Yucca Mountain shot gathers;
EW trending line on flat (See Figure 2a).
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Figure 10. Calico Hills shot gathers(AGC).
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Figure 11. Wahmonie Flat shot gathers (AGC).
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Trace editing was performed from summed panels, ele
vation and datum information were coded in trace headers, 
and data was regathered by common depth point.

Shot gathers selected to provide 100 percent coverage 
of the lines were plotted and used to conduct initial 
filter and deconvolution testing.

Owing to the frequently poor character of first breaks 
on the summed shot records, attempts to estimate weather
ing layer thickness were abandoned. Where interpretable, 
the first extensive refractive return was used to calcu- ~ 
late a replacement velocity which was employed to parti
ally compensate local changes in elevation. In some cases, 
common offset plots were employed to identify points of 
rapid lateral change in near-surface velocity. Using the 
Digicon software, an elevation static correction is cal
culated during regathering and coded in the individual 
trace header for optional later use.

Summed constant velocity panels were prepared based 
on normal velocity accelerations, but no significant im
provements in signal to noise were achieved. Statistical 
velocity analysis routines were wholly equivocal.

Based on a variety of velocity function and muting 
combination developed by consideration of all previous
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work, a number of summed CDP trace displays (STAKS) were 
prepared which, in general, revealed no interpretable data.

Similar STAKS employing only near, middle, or far 
traces within each CDP were explored with no interpretable 
result, although isolated patches of possible reflected 
data were occasionally noted. Figure 12, a near trace 
(less than 400 foot offset), 6 fold STAK of the short 
Calico lines is typical. Traces of coherent reflections 
are visible near 700 milliseconds.

Coherency STAKS, based on weighting of individual 
traces within the CDP according to similarity with an 
overall sum, resulted in nearly blank displays.

Statistical routines for static correction were tried 
over a number of windows but resulted in trivial adjust
ments or in cycle skips.

A number of velocity filtering schemes were tested 
on data at different processing stages with no useful re
sult .

A series of summed constant velocity panels were pre
pared using a combination of mutes, velocity accelerations, 
and maximum trace offsets designed to display 3, 6 and 
12 fold coverage with small angles of vertical incidence. 
Velocity ranges beginning at 1500 feet per second were 
employed for the 3 fold coverage, with velocity increments
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which confined moveout adjustments at the far offset trace 
to less than 5 millisecond for data aligned at 100 milli
second in the section. Though it occasionally appeared 
that reflectors were resolved in the 100 to 200 milli
second range, lateral extension of any trace-to-trace 
coherent energy was inadequate for interpretation.

A series of constant offset displays at 110 feet,
385 feet, and 660 feet were prepared to investigate re
lative delay of first direct arrivals, refracted arrivals, 
etc. at all source positions along the line. Considera
tion of these displays suggests that they may be useful 
as diagnostic tools in identifying areas of rapid or se
vere lateral change in near-surface characteristics. A 
representative set of these displays in various areas is 
presented in the next section of this report.
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CALICO HILLS LINE 2

NEAR TRACE STACK C30-400TT.)

Figure 12. Near trace STAK: NW trending line in Calico
area. (See Figure 4a)
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CONSTANT OFFSET DISPLAYS
Figures 13, 14 and 15 are plots of constant offset 

traces selected from each shot gather as the source moved 
along each line. Consideration of the lateral consis
tency of first arrivals on each trace of these records 
is diagnostic of overall consistency of the very near
surface. It is reasonable to suppose that a strong first 
arrival, consistent in time, implies a continuous refrac
tor. Weak first arrivals, variable in time, imply dis
ruption of any refractor, or possibly a thick colluvial 
surface cover. Dramatic and persistent changes in first 
arrival time are probably consistent with major lateral 
disruption in the first consolidated layer. Deleted 
areas on plots had changing source receiver distance.

Excepting Figure 13a, all display traces have an 
offset of 605 feet, source to receiver. Source moves 
from right.to left, 55 feet per trace; receiver is ahead 
of source; first trace is recorded with source 1430 feet 
from beginning of line. All displays are full line, ex
cepting Figure 14 which ends with source approximately 
9800 feet from beginning of line. The obvious flat event 
between 500 ms and 600 ms on Figure 15 is the air-wave.
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In Figure 13a, source moves from left to right, 55 
feet per trace, with the receiver offset 440 feet ahead. 
First trace (in deleted zone) is recorded with source at 
beginning of line.
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Figure 13a. Yucca short EW line: Constant 440 ft offset.
(See Figure 2a)
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Figure 13b. Yucca long EW line: Constant 605 ft offset.
(See Figure 2a)
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Figure 13c. Yucca NW line: Constant 605 ft offset.
(See Figure 2a)
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Figure 14. Wahmonie NE line: Constant 605 ft offset.
(See Figure 3a)
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Figure 15. Calico NE line: Constant 605 ft offset.
(See Figure 4a)
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REVIEW OF RESULTS
Although a number of sites with varying near-surface 

geologic character were attempted, in no case were use
ful reflection results obtained. Reference to any of the 
shot gathered records suggests that reflected signal-to- 
noise (S/N) ratio is inadequate everywhere. Certainly, 
reflected energy exists, but is inseparable from other 
signal components by any conventional means. In parti
cular, the correlation processes which underly most pro
cessing schemes for signal ordering and enhancement are 
defeated. Without attempting to recapitulate the broad 
body of quantitative work published to date, it may be 
useful to speculate on the possible nature of the pro
blems here encountered.

Scattering as defined by Sheriff (1973) is a com
ponent of attenuation associated with a random distri
bution of bodies with acoustic properties markedly dif
ferent from the host medium. That part of NTS where 
this study was conducted is an area of broken and com
plex volcanics. Many of the rock layers are composed 
of cobble to boulder size fragments embedded in various 
matrices. Disruption by scattering is heavily dependent 
on wavelength (Miles, 1960 and Korvin, 1977). Scattering,
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alone, may set an undesirably low limit on usable seismic 
frequencies and, therefore, on potential resolution of 
gross layering. It is impossible to isolate scattering 
effects from the survey records, and this question remains 
open.

Absorption, in the sense of energy dissipated by in
ternal solid friction or fluid displacement, is thought 
to be a minor consideration relative to this survey, ex
cept in areas of thick overburden. Certainly, the ina
bility to resolve even shallow structure suggests that 
other considerations are dominant. It is at least ar
guable that absorption in the deeper section may be no 
more severe than in an area of sedimentary geology.

It may, however, be an important obstacle to energy 
transmission in regions of substantial unconsolidated 
sediments such as may be found in the Yucca Mountain area 
(personal communication with USGS). Figure 16 compares 
shot gathers from Yucca and a Wahmonie area of known shal
low alluvium, displayed x^ithout .automatic gain scaling 
along a given trace, but with overall trace energy equa
lized for different offsets. In the Yucca area, energy 
propagating at near air velocity dominates all but the 
very near traces. It seems probable that simple absorp-
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tion in the thick, unsaturated surface sediment is an 
important attenuation mechanism around Yucca Mountain.

Propagation effects - here defined as reflection, 
transmission, and conversion of waves at a locally planar 
interface - impose an important attenuation mechanism, 
and can lead to confusion of the early record at receiver 
offsets beyond the critical refraction distance for the 
first refracting layer.

In a sedimentary section, reflection at interfaces 
between gross layering features is usually a minor factor 
in overall attenuation. Impedance contrasts are generally 
mild. This may be dramatically untrue in volcanic areas 
such as the NTS.

A deep hole was drilled at the site marked A1 on 
Figure 2a, was carefully cored and samples were subsequent
ly tested. Table 2 roughly describes the near-surface 
section based on these sample tests. Although not pre
cise in the sense of an inverted synthetic based on well 
logs, the character of the near-surface section is pre
served .
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Figure 16.
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Shot gathers from Yucca (a) and Wahmonie (b) 
displayed without time variant gain.
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TABLE 2
Shallow Layering in the Yucca Mountain Area 

Compressional
Depth Velocity Density
(ft) (kft/sec) (gm/cc)
0- 60 2.7 1.5

60-160 15 2.4
160-210 9.5 2.1
210-270 4.5 1.8
270-630 11 2.4

It is apparent that very large acoustic impedance 
contrasts exist. Consideration of the interface between 
the first (unconsolidated) layer and the second in Table 
2 shows that a major component (more than 60%) of normal 
incidence down-traveling energy will be reflected back 
into the highly absorptive surface layer.

Overall, about 20% of the energy in the normal in- 
cidence raypath will have penetrated below 270 feet based 
on the Table 2 model. The return trip is equally dis
couraging. Perhaps worse, energy reflected at interfaces 
will reappear as reverberation in the intervening layers, 
adding only confusion to the record.

Use of the term "reverberation" in connection with 
energy multiply reflected within a layer implies discus
sion of relatively thick (i.e., resolvable at frequencies 
considered) layering features. With this constraint,
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transmission losses due to impedance contrasts are large
ly independent of frequency.

A related frequency dependent transmission loss has 
been studies by O'Doherty (1971), Schoenberger (1974), 
Spencer (1977) and others. They have shown that trans
mission through a series of thin layers of cyclic acous
tic impedance can lead to dramatic overall attenuation of 
the transmitted wave owing ‘to cumulative losses through 
reflection at the interfaces even if the impedance con
trasts are very moderate. At lower frequencies, much of 
this energy is recaptured through short-path multiples, 
but there exists a high frequency cutoff which is depen
dent on layering characteristics. In an area of flow- 
layered rock sequences, this effect must be considered 
as a possible limiting factor on source frequencies, and 
thus on resolution.

Figure 17 is a modeled time section based on Table 
2. It is generated by a program developed by Richard 
Engelkemeir (1979) and modified by Shu-Shung Lee (per
sonal communication) which is based on generalized ray 
theory and generalized reflection and transmission co
efficients , Spencer (1960). Multipath rays, including 
conversions and head waves, are calculated to a specified 
level of refinement. Figure 17 includes a maximum of 8
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segments for any given generalized ray. A P wave source 
is modeled. The confused nature of the resultant section 
is apparent.

On Figure 17 prominant returns are labeled by ray- 
path family. Except for the reflection from the first 
interface, simple reflections contribute very little to 
the character of the overall data record.

High amplitude returns spaced at 50 millisecond inter
vals are increasing orders of reverberation within the 
surface layer. This train of returns ends at 200 milli
seconds only because of the computer constraint to 8 or 
less ray segments included in any given raypath. Without 
this constraint, it is apparent that this reverberation 
train would continue deep into the time section. Smaller 
amplitude multiple returns represent complex raypaths 
penetrating the first high velocity layer in Table 2, 
with reverberation in one or more layers. These multiple 
returns, having the same order of magnitude as the simple 
reflections, would also continue except for the computer 
constraint on number of legs.

The family of returns which include at least one 
ray segment with energy carried by an SV wave mode begin 
to appear at the farther offsets. Not only in the fami
liar PPP head wave excited, but more obscure waves com-
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Figure 17. Seismic section modeled by generalized ray 
program from Table 2.
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prised of not only P but also of reflected and transmitted 
vertical shear components appear with large amplitudes 
(Heelan (1953), Spencer (1965), et al). These converted 
modes vary as a complex function of frequency, layering 
thickness, acoustic contrasts, and offset distance. In 
a section such as that of Table 2, it is probable that 
multiply reflected refraction modes with substantial 
strength would continue to appear were the record exten
ded in time and lateral offset.

Qualitatively, it is obvious that complex raypaths 
and conversions related to acoustic contrasts lead to 
confusion in the data record. Use of a horizontally po
larized (cross-line) shear source would eliminate all ray
paths which include conversions, at least in a layered 
section. If not constrained by other considerations, 
employment of a horizontally polarized shear wave source 
might significantly improve interpretability of data re
cords, at least in the near-surface section. Preliminary 
field investigations by Hasbrouck of the USGS (personal 
communication) using a hammer seismograph system in the 
Yucca Mountain area achieved encouraging results in the 
shallow section.
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Overall, if near-surface acoustic contrasts which 
are very high in comparison with a "good11 sedimentary 
section are postulated, they must present a major obstacle 
to seismic reflection profiling. Not only is the energy 
associated with the primary "ray" rapidly partitioned away 
by reflection early in the time section, but these primary 
reflections will appear as part of a suite of persistent 
reverberations. Further, if receivers are placed at all 
distant from a P wave source, an entire suite of refrac
tion and conversion effects appear with large amplitudes, 
exciting further modes of reverberation. If random scat
tering in the aforementioned sense is now postulated for 
all high energy wavepaths, records without descernible 
coherence may be predicted.

Static shift problems, here defined as fixed time 
delays associated with a particular surface point, must 
be accurately corrected in any survey designed for high 
resolution. Consideration of the fluctuation of first 
arrival time on constant offset displays suggests that 
large static shifts are present in many areas. (See, 
for example, Figure 13a). These probable static variations 
must be compared with the 4 millisecond shift associated 
with a 20 foot vertical displacement on a reflecting 
horizon which is below a 10 thousand foot/second medium.
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A severe limit is imposed on fault resolution achievable 
unless some means of accurate static correction is found. 
Further, when summing gathered traces, any wavelet fre
quency component misaligned by % period will be annihila
ted - about 7 milliseconds at the mean frequency of this 
survey.

These rather simplistic examples suggest that sta
tics alone pose a severe limitation of frequency capa
bility, and thus on resolution. Automatic statics applied 
in processing rely heavily on correlation, and thus on 
good data quality. In practice, most processors prefer 
to constrain computer generated static time corrections 
to % of the dominant reflection period as a means of a- 
voiding "cycle skips."

On either count, it is unlikely that computer tech
niques will eliminate the need for gathering detailed 
field static corrections in most areas of the NTS for any 
seismic surveys not employing very low frequencies. With 
surface sources, only refraction methods are available 
for estimation of surface static delays. While refraction 
might prove effective for static control in some areas of 
NTS, it is probably inadequate in areas of significant 
overburden and rapid lateral change.
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CONCLUSIONS
Overall, seismic results make it clear that the ver

tical vibrator employed with more or less conventional, 
medium resolution field and processing techniques is in
adequate for site characterization in the Yucca Mountain 
area of the NTS, Nevada. Reference to the data panels 
shows that any reflected energy exists only with a signal 
to noise ratio that is wholly inadequate. Except at 
Yucca Mountain, no measured subsurface parameters are 
available, and discussion of the causes of poor data 
quality is wholly speculative.

It is probable that further investigation of the area 
must begin with a means of obtaining measurements of sta
tic delays at close intervals. Refraction methods may be 
effective in some areas, but consideration should be given 
to timing problems similar to those described by Patterson 
(1964) in glacial drift. In addition, shotholes drilled 
in this area would need to be cased.

Active seismic methods should be confined to very 
short offset spreads or to refraction. In either case, 
absorption is likely to be a significant problem in areas 
of thick, unconsolidated surface layers.
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In general, horizontally polarized shear wave sources 
and geophones may improve record quality where shallow, 
high velocity layers are encountered. They will, however, 
be subject to exaggerated static and absorption problems 
in areas of thick surface sediments and to large trans
mitted energy losses at the first consolidated layer owing 
to the large velocity contrasts associated with very slow 
shear velocities in the unconsolidated surface layers 
(Erickson, 1968).

High resolution, i.e. high frequency, surveys may be 
finally constrained at NTS by random scattering, attenua
tion of primary path transmitted'energy at flow and layer 
interfaces, and by energy trapped as reverberation at the 
surface or in thick layers with locally anomalous veloci
ties. Even at lower frequencies attenuation and rever
beration may emerge as a large problem.

Further testing should be comprehensive, constrained 
to a small area of known vertical section and lithology 
(good well control to depth of interest), and should in
clude evaluation of static control methods; careful timing; 
broadband coverage with both P and S wave sources and vari
ous receiver offsets; and a deep down-hole survey to per
mit observation of transmitted wave properties. Both
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surface sources and explosive sources placed below the 
unconsolidated layer should be employed for comparison.

Careful consideration of these total results may 
allow separation of problems and a final statement of 
seismic reflection potential as a tool in the Yucca Moun 
tain area. It is recognized that suggested tests are 
not inexpensive. If, however, any of the test elements 
described are ignored, it is likely the results will be 
equivocal insofar as planning general use of seismic 
methods in the Yucca Mountain area.
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